CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, findings and discussion of the research data will be presented. As mentioned before, the researcher analyzes the word formation processes on slang words used by teenager in BlackBerry Messenger.

4.1 FINDINGS

The researcher found four words formation processes on slang words used by teenager in BlackBerry Messenger, there are Blending, Borrowing, Clipping and multiple Process.

Table 1. the summary kind of word formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word formation processes</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Blending</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Clipping</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Borrowing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Multiple process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borrowing Clipping</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clipping Blending</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borrowing Clipping Blending</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acronym Borrowing</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipping Hypocorism</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 The types of word formation process on slang words used by teenager found in BlackBerry Messenger.

The table above showed that all kind of word formation process found in BlackBerry messenger used by teenager. Then the analysis of word formation process would be explained in this section.

4.1.1.1 Blending

To combining of two separate forms to produce a single new term is also called blending. However, blending is typically accomplished by taking only the first syllable of one word and joining it to the end of the other word. (Yule, 2010, p:55). In the process of forming slang word in BlackBerry Messanger the researcher found 6.25 %, undergoing this process as seen in the following:

Data 1:

```
22 Mei
invite muchamad afif Cogan New pin 5E100584
```

This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.
The slang word “cogar” which mean cowok ganteng (handsome boy). The word cogar comes from two words, co-wok + gan-teng. The process of cogar is taking the first syllable from the first word (co) and also taking the first syllable from the second word (gan). The word cogar purely takes from process blending.

Data 2:

This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

The slang word “cegan” which mean cewek cantik (beautiful girl). The word cegan comes from two words, ce-wek + can-tik. The process of cegan is taking the first syllable from the first word (ce) and also taking the first syllable from the second word (can). The word cegan purely takes from process blending.

4.1.2 Clipping

Yule (2006:56) says hat clipping is shortening or reduction some element in a word. This occurs when a word of more than one syllable is reduced to a
shorter form, usually beginning in casual speech. The pattern purely clipping process is taking the first letters of each syllable which can be seen below:

Data 5:

This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

The slang word PDKT, which means pendekatan (approach). PDKT comes from the word ‘Pen-de-ka-tan’ that has four syllables. For getting the word PDKT, the process is taking the first letter of each syllable and dropping the rest of the words. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming PDKT is taking the first letters ‘p’, ‘d’, ‘k’, ‘t’ of each syllable.

4.1.3 Borrowing

Borrowing is taking over of word from other language (Yule 2010:54). It means borrowing is word formation processes which involves taking lexical items from one language to other language. English language has adopted a great number of loan word from other language. In the findings, there is one slang word
of Blackberry Messenger found (9.38%). undergoing this process as seen in the following:

Data 3:

![Message](image1)

This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

The slang word *Cute* which mean *imut* (sweets), is borrowed from English.

Data 4:

![Message](image2)

This message is broadcast. The sender has promotion her merchandise (the graduation doll) with broadcast message. Because this promotion (with Blackberry Messenger) more simple and easy to promote some things and many people used promotion with broadcast message.
This word is borrowed from English (Check). The next process is deleting the letter ‘H’ and ‘C’ to adjust to the Indonesian spelling system.

4.1.4 Multiple Process

Multiple processes are the way of using more than one process in forming new word especially Indonesian slang words (Yule, 2006, p :59). There are found in Blackberry Messenger as shown below:

4.1.4.1 Borrowing – Clipping

The findings revealed the multiple processes types consisting of borrowing – clipping as seen in the following:

Data 6:

10 Mei
(+) fanny
gasom, gapel, gans, selebihe
intro dwe nyoh pin ne
7C8631E2

no sepik.
#last

This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.
This word is *Intro* borrowed from English (Introduction). The next process is clipping taking the first two syllable from the word In-tro-duc-tion and dropping the others syllable.

### 4.1.4.2 Clipping - Blending

There was combination between clipping and blending as shown in the following:

Data 7:

![Image of chat with message: R Jadi ketemu di perpus? and reply: Iya jadilah, tapi jamber? 😔 Jangan sore* aku gak bisa.]

This chat from someone who asked to the receiver that the message confirmed her appointment for a meeting in the library and the receiver's reply and asked the meeting, because if the afternoon he could not.

The slang word “*jamber*” which mean *jam berapa* (what time). The word *jamber* comes from two words, *jam + be-ra-pa*. Using clipping by taking the first word (*Jam*) and taking the first syllable from the second word (*be*) and the first letter (*r*) from second syllable of the second word (*Be-ra-pa*), then the next process blending the three elements, ‘*Jam + be + r*’
Data 8:

The message above is talking about the sender asked to the receiver “are you invite Putra to join us? because I have but jamkot.” And the receiver reply “yes, I have message.. yes, he join”.

The slang word “jamkot” which mean jam kotak (square watch). The word jamkot comes from two words, Jam + Ko-tak. Using clipping by taking the first word (Jam) and taking the first syllable from the second word (ko) and the first letter (t) from second syllable of the second word (ko-tak), then the next process blending the three elements, ‘Jam’ + ‘ko’ + ‘t’.

4.1.4.3 Borrowing – Clipping – Blending

The finding revealed multiple processes types consisting of Borrowing – Clipping – Blending as seen in the following:
Data 9:

This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

This Indonesian word comes two words *nggak pelit*, whereas the word *nggak* is borrowed from Javanese language. After borrowing process “*gapel*” takes clipping process. The process of clipping is by taking the second syllable of the first word (*ga*) by dropping the first syllable ‘ng’ and ‘k’, and taking the first syllable ‘*pe*’ from second word and the last one first letter from second syllable ‘*l*’ of the second word (*pe-lit*). the the finally process is blending the three elements ‘*ga*’ + ‘*pe*’ + ‘*l*’.

Data 10:
This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

This Indonesian word comes two words *nggak sombong*, whereas the word *nggak* is borrowed from Javanese language. After borrowing process “gasom” takes clipping process. The process of clipping is by taking the second syllable of the first word *(ga)* by dropping the first syllable ‘ng’ and ‘k’, and taking the first syllable ‘som’ from second word *(som-bong)*. the the finally process is blending the three elements ‘ga’ + ‘som’.

4.1.4.4 Borrowing - Acronym

The finding revealed multiple processes types consisting of Borrowing — Acronym as seen in the following :

Data 11 :

![Image](image-url)

The slang word “R”, which means *Baca* (Read), is borrowed from English, “R” is comes from the word Read that has one syllable. The process of clipping is taking the first latter of syllable and dropping the rest of the word. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming R is taking the first latter *(Read).* The
meaning of R is Read, it is symbol from BlackBerry Messenger which means that the message has been read by receiver of the message.

Data 12:

The slang word “D”, which means dikirimkan (Delivered), is borrowed from English, “D” is comes from the word Delivered that has one syllable. The process of clipping is taking the first latter of syllable and dropping the rest of the word. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming D is taking the first latter (Delivered). The meaning of D is Delivered, it is symbol from BlackBerry Messenger which means that the message has been delivered for receiver of the message.

Data 13:

This is just broadcast message. The sender only send simple message, it is only to check the contact of BlackBerry Messenger active or not.
The slang word "SBC", which means Sorry broadcast, is borrowed from English, "SBC" is comes from the word Sor-ry + Broad-Cast that has four syllables. The process of clipping is taking the first latter of syllable and dropping the rest of the word. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming SBC is taking the first letter 'S', 'B', and 'C' of each syllable and dropping first letter from second syllable from the first word. The meaning of SBC is Sorry Broadcast, means that the sender forgives to the receiver of the message for broadcast message that the sender send.

Data 14 :

![Message]

This message is talking about the sender confirmed to the study. And the receiver apologize to the reply’s late and she confirmed to the study.

The slang word “SBB”, which means Sorry Baru Balas (sorry already reply), Sorry is borrowed from English, “SBB” is comes from the word Sor-ry Ba-ru Ba-las that has six syllables. The process of clipping is taking the first letter of syllable and dropping the rest of the word. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming SBB is taking the first letters ‘S’, ‘B’, and ‘B’ of each
word. The meaning of *SBB* is Sorry already reply, means that the sender forgive that he/she already to reply the message.

Data 15:

This message is broadcast. The sender has promotion her merchandise (the graduation doll) with broadcast message. Because this promotion (with BlackBerry Messenger) more simple and easy to promote some things and many people used promotion with broadcast message.

The slang word “*PM*”, which means Private Message, is borrowed from English, “*PM*” is comes from the word Pri-vate + Mes-sage that has four syllables. The process of clipping is taking the first letter of syllable and dropping the rest of the word. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming *PM* is taking the first letters ‘P’, and ‘M’ of each word. The meaning of PM is Private Message. From the data above PM means that the sender wants to the receiver send the message by private (private chat).
Data 16:

This is a broadcast message to promote someone who ex-student in 10 of Vocational High School.

The slang word “VHS”, which means Vocational High School, is borrowed from English, “VHS” is comes from the word Vo-ca-tion-al + High + School that has six syllables. The process of clipping is taking the first letter of syllable and dropping the rest of the word. From this data, the pattern of clipping process in forming VHS is taking the first letter ‘V’, ‘H’, and ‘S’ of each syllable and dropping first letter from the word.

4.1.4.5 Clipping – Hypocorism

The finding revealed multiple processes types consisting of Clipping–hypocorism as seen in the following:

Data 17:
This is broadcast message that function is promotion message. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

The word *Ganss* (for a handsome man) is formed after *ganteng* becomes *gan* through clipping, then -s is added, as in hypocorism.

4.1.2 The meaning of slang word used by teenager in BlackBerry Messenger

From the data, slang words used by teenager in BlackBerry Messenger have aim in every word. The meaning of slang word can know by the changing of slang word in forming process. It can be the reason of teenager use slang words in theis chat of BlackBerry Messenger. As examples of slang word that have aim meaning in Blending, Borrowing, Clipping and multiple process.

1. Example are in Blending forming process such as *Cogan* and *Cecan*.

May 22:

“Invite muchammad Afif *Cogan* New pin 5E100584”

The meaning of *cogan* is handsome boy. From the data above the handsome man has promotion by the sender to the receiver, so the receiver can invite his contact. This message is promotion by the sender to promote his friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

May 22:
Invite kakaku Cecan new pin guys ini pinnya 5B6F72A1

#sbe last

The meaning of cecan is beautiful girl. From the data above the beautiful girl has promotion by the sender to the receiver, so the receiver can invite her contact. This message is promotion by the sender to promote her friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness from someone who promoted.

2. Example are in borrowing forming process such as Cute and Cek.

22 May 23:13:

“Invite ya adek putri, cewek cantik dan cute. ini pinnya 5F97A14G 😊”

The meaning of cute is sweets, means that someone who promoted by the sender has sweet personality or she has beautiful face. This message is promotion by the sender to promote her friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness of someone who promoted.

9 May 12:54 :

“Siang kak 😘Yang penggemar sepakbola yuk cek dp, boneka wisuda nya bisa buat seperti itu lo.. 😘”

The meaning of Cek is Check, means the sender want to receiver saw her/his something, for example the sender want to the receiver saw her profile picture.
3. Example of Clipping forming process is PDKT.

23 May 13:22

“Habibs cogan, enak diajak guyon.. butuh temen gae PDKT, iki pin e 5EF74GDE”

This is broadcast message to promoted someone. The meaning of PDKT is the approach someone to another and has a specific purpose. for example, the process approach by someone who falling in love.

4. Example are in multiple process such as Intro, Jamber, Gapel, VHS, and Ganss.

10 May 15:10 :

“Fanny, gasom, gapel, gans, selebihe intro dewe nyoh pin e.. 7C8631E2

No sepik#last”

The meaning of Intro is Introduction. From the data above Introduction means the sender wants to receiver got acquainted with someone who promoted.

21 May 11:32 :

“Jadi ketemu di perpus?”

“Iya jadilah, tapi jamber? Jangan sore* aku gak bisa”
The meaning of *jamber* is what time, meansthe sender asked the receiver about what time, for example the sender asked the received for what time they met.

24 May 10:13 :

“(+) invite yulia mega, cans, gasom, *gapel*, ngguyuan, enf diajak guyon, bbm e wes mbalek seng biyen pin 5F4FCD48. #sync lastisi edisi nulis dewe”

The meaning of *Gapel* is not stingy, means means that someone who promoted by the sender has not stingy, she is philanthropist person. This message is promotion by the sender to promote her friend, exactly the sender just mention the kindness of someone who promoted.

14 May 12:07

“*Jual aksesoris hp terlengkap & termurah.. casing, flashdisk, charge, kabel data, dll..* Minat PM. 😊“

The meaning of PM is Private Message. From the data above PM means that the sender wants to the receiver send the message by private (private chat).

10 May 15:50

“*FebriPutra ngaku ganSS new pin :D048BD21*”
The meaning of *ganss* is handsome. From data above means that *ganss* is someone who promotion that he is the handsome man. It is a promotion message by someone to got many contact.

### 4.2 DISCUSSION

The result of the data analysis would be discussed here. This included the types of word formation process and the meaning of slang word used by teenager on BlackBerry Messanger. Based on finding above (Table 1.), multiple process is the highest process in slang word used by teenager on BlackBerry Messanger. The highest combination patterns of multiple processes is Borrowing with the tendency of the usage of Borrowing processes in the 5 patterns.

Based on the finding in Borrowing and Clipping occur to make the Indonesian slang words easily uttered. It showed that Borrowing and Clipping were used as a medium for expressing creativity, whereas there are no restrictions for teenagers in creating new terms out of the standard language. Then, Yule ever stated that female speakers tend to use more “prestigious” style than male in the same social background (2006, p:167). Yule’s statement aims at Borrowing process is needed on the basis teenager need to be cool at all points of their life. As we know English as an international language, this condition refers that the usage of English in the application of Indonesian slang words can be said as a pride for the users.
Referring to the Christina’s and Verawati’s study, the highest process of their findings is Borrowing process. Also, English is dominantly borrowed to create Indonesian slang words. It is different from the researcher’s findings, the highest process is multiple processes, but dominantly borrowing process take a crucial part in the multiple processes. The words, dominantly borrowed from English in the multiple processes.